Billy Goat Industries Inc.
AE1300H 30” & AE401H 19” Aerator

AE1300H
This machine combines true 30" wide aeration and speed up to 4.3 mph to complete 1/4 acre in as little as 15
minutes! That's 59% faster than a 26" drum! Plus no more lifting on turns; aerate in reverse; do trim and edges
with ease; and significantly improve hole quantity and quality vs. drum aerators.
The AE1300H features Patent Pending variable aeration density (VAD™) and creates 2-10 times more holes than
drum models in one pass (8-48 holes per sq. ft.) This eliminates double or triple aerating with drum aerators that
have fixed hole patterns as low as 4 per sq. ft. and saves significant time. VAD also offers ability to do patch repair
and seed bed prep in one pass by simply slowing down over bare spots.
Core Depth Up to 3” Tines 8 Weight (lbs.) 516 Length (in.) 67 Height (in.) 46 Width (in.) 34.5

AE401H
This unit completely eliminates the conventional and cumbersome center wheel and center drum designs found
on other units, which are prone to wear, vibration and damage. Billy Goat’s outboard drive wheels also eliminate
center wheel slip and abuse from ramp loading with the tines engaged.
Additionally, the AE401 also eliminates bulky steel weights, in favor of a simple to use water weight positioned
directly over the tines for better aeration depth (full tank = 50 lbs.). The unit features the industry’s softest tine
engagement and exclusive Lift N Lock™ disengagement for best in class comfort and productivity. After use and
during transport, tilt up serviceability, removable tine stars, and Fold-n-Go™ handles, and easy adjust drive chains
make service and transport convenient and simple.
Wheel Type Semi-pneumatic

Coring Tines .625 x 3.5

Tines 24

Tine Pattern 4.5 x 7

Weight (lbs.) 242

Length (in.) 57

Height (in.) 52.5

Width (in.) 29

